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Wraase glad retail markets opening in mid-Atlantic
For Dennis Wraase, Pepco CEO, markets
are opening up at retail about as planned in
his footprint from Atlantic City to
America’s capital.

Retail price caps are to end for
standard service in Maryland July 1.
In the nation’s capital they end in February.
In New Jersey they’ve been off “for at
least two years.”

For Delaware it’s 2006.
What happens in Washington after
February 2005?

Pepco will follow a process similar to
that used in Maryland and buy standard
offer service via competitive bids.

DC is open now and at one point half
of Pepco’s commercial customers was
being supplied by alternative suppliers.

It’s closer to 30% now but the
competition was hot.

Five percent of Pepco residential
customers have picked other suppliers.

If shopping suddenly picked up,
what would Pepco do?

Wraase would expect Ed Mayberry,
Pepco Energy Services CEO, to be active
in the market picking up a lot of the
shopping customers.

“He has about 80,000 residential
customers today,” Wraase said, spread
throughout Pepcoland.

Since the Conectiv merger, PES
serves what was Atlantic City Electric,
Delmarva Power & Light and Pepco
markets in Virginia, Maryland and the
District.

Mayberry sells green energy and may
be the only supplier of green in Northern
Virginia.

As of the last numbers he’s seen PES
is the largest alternative energy supplier
within PJM for load.

He was an active participant in New
Jersey, when those markets opened up in

August of last year.  He’s been very active
in the DC and Baltimore region and “we
would expect him to be equally active” in
the rest of the markets when they open up.
In case there’s any doubt, “in terms of our
commitment to deregulation and
competitive markets, we’re fully
committed,” he assured.

He believes in PJM as a market as did
John Derrick, whom he replaced as CEO.
“It’s still the poster child,” and to the extent
that its influence moves further west,
Wraase sees that as “opportunity.”

Will we ever see PES selling in Florida?
Wraase has not thought about going outside
the Pepco footprint — the mid-Atlantic.
But he’s eager to sell in the Chicago area
under PJM rules but he has no plans to
become a national marketer.

In wholesale markets Pepco sells at
wholesale through Conectiv Energy — a
grand total of about 4,000 mw, most of it
combined-cycle gas-fired all within PJM.

What happened with Starpower?
“We haven’t sold it,” but a broker is

looking for a buyer of Pepco’s share.
What happened to Starpower is what
happened to telecom.

“We have a partner that’s, depending on
how you read the announcement, about to
enter bankruptcy in one form or another,
but it’s clearly indicated that there will be
the Chapter 11 in their future.

“Whether it’s prepackaged or not is yet
to be decided,” he explained.  For Wraase
Starpower was a great idea.

The firm has some 40,000 customers
getting cable, high-speed internet and
telephone (including RT) but it’s not a part
of Pepco’s core business “at least for the
foreseeable future.”

It’s somewhat capital constrained.  You
don’t see a lot of money flowing back into
telecom and we made a decision that we
wanted to stick to our core competencies
which is really the energy business and
didn’t see it as being a long-term fit.

Where is Wraase heading Pepco?
“Four years from now I would like us

to look like a premier energy provider in the
mid-Atlantic with most earnings and
opportunities focused on the regulated
business.

“Today that’s about 70% to 80% of our
earnings and we don’t see that dramatically
changing over time,” he predicted.
He hopes Pepco’s generation business will
continue its profitability as the generation

Tracking down former regulators
RT finds Angel Cartagena

Is there life after chairing the District
of Columbia PSC?

Yes, for Angel Cartagena who left
the commission almost a year ago to
pursue other interests.

Switching to a single new career
wasn’t enough for the multi-talented
and multi-tasking Cartagena.

He set up his own consulting firm
in Laurel, Md, shortly after leaving the
commission where he is pursuing client
work on broadband over powerline
(BPL), utility customer-care issues and
watching the Washington gas market.

In his spare time he has a “pretty full
plate” pursuing a degree in theology,
writing a book on his model for making
success happen and nursing a career in
motivational speaking where he tells
college students to “look at what can
happen when you dream big.”

His time at the DC Commission
was rewarding — even for a
Republican and Hispanic in a town
where few politicians wear those
labels, he chuckled — and recounted
to RT his “baptism of fire.”

Cartagena began his term and his

entry into regulating energy (he has a
background in telecom but is a fast
learner) amid a gas price spike, the
imminent launch of electric
competition and the Georgetown
district’s infamous exploding manhole
cover incidents.

The former chairman watches the
issues and told RT he’s pleased to see
retail competition marching forward
in many states citing good works of
the Center for the Advancement of
Energy Markets.

Asked about the firing of five key
staff members at the Maryland PSC,
Cartagena professed he understood
the importance to a chairman of
having people close to him who
“share his vision” and believes in the
“strong chairman model.”

Controversy still is eddying
around Maryland Chairman William
Schisler’s decision to fire staff
without consulting other
commissioners.

Personnel and budget should be
matters chairmen can act upon alone,
Cartagena told RT.
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business picks up.
He hopes Mayberry “is fairly

successful in acquiring as many
customers as he can as these states open
up.”

Four years down the road Wraase
doesn’t expect to see a dramatic change.

“But I do see us having three very
closely tied energy related businesses
participating in what is a deregulated
market with our focus being on the

regulated market,” Wraase explained.
Right now his biggest challenge is to get
the Mirant suit behind them.  Derrick had
negotiated a supply agreement with
Southern Co at a price lower than what
Pepco could generate for.

When Mirant was spun off it got the
Pepco contracts and now in bankruptcy
it’s tried to convince courts that it can’t
abide by the agreement.

The issue is in the Fifth Circuit

appeals court.
Wraase is still trying to get Conectiv

and Pepco merged into one firm and in
doing so “maintain our position as the
premier energy delivery company in the
Mid-Atlantic region.”

His theme is that Pepco is a company
committed to making a deregulated market
work and would like to play in the
regulated arena to the extent it can.

Utilities should buy co-ops?
Berenson & Co’s Edward Tirello,
boosting growth over 2% “within the
parameters of being a utility” is an
attractive prospect.

Growth rates can be bolstered through
takeovers of co-ops, he told a Restructuring
Today audio conference Friday.

A lot of formerly rural co-ops now
have suburbs moving into their territory,
he noted.

This is a good source to pick up
30,000-50,000 customers, he suggested.
Tirello urged investing in rate base and
foreign utilities.

As firms that jumped into overseas
utility operations pull out, he said, many
properties are on the market and prices
could be attractive.

For Tirello a wild card for
consideration is power line telecom.  If
optimism over this area is borne out, he
urged, distribution firms — wired to every
house — could become “very hot tickets.”

Talk of a “back-to-basics” approach is on
the mark, urged Bill Tilles, portfolio manager
for The Kinetic Utility Funds.
Why?

Because it means “we screwed up,
we’ve got to take a breather and fix the
balance sheets of the industry.”
Thus “it’s not really so much a strategy as
a white flag or an admission of defeat,” he
added.

Investors should beware of firms that
engage in “creeping commoditization” —
adding commodity risk into regulated
businesses in an effort to bolster rates of
return, Tilles stressed, thus adding to
earnings volatility where investors don’t
expect it.

Selling a commodity in a mature
market isn’t easy, but the results of “back
to basics” by utilities is to surpass the
power sector’s performance since
passage of the Energy Policy Act, financial
analyst Leonard Hyman noted.

Since 1992, RJ Rudden’s
Hyman reported, investor-
owned electric firms earned a
9% return on equity.  Their
utility component saw a 10.8%
return on equity, while non-
utility affiliates earned -27%/
year.

IOUs wrote off $44 billion — much of it
from attempts to find ways to boost
growth, Hyman added.

So “back to basics” is better than
the alternative, he said.

Nothing’s wrong with “running an
ordinary utility well,” he added.
The session explored how utilities are
looking to bolster their financial
performance while still doing back to
basics.

As an investor, Hyman advised
waiting for higher interest rates then
buying firms.

Alberta OKs sale
of Aquila Networks
Canada:  The Alberta Energy
& Utilities Board OKd last week
the sale of Aquila Networks
Canada’ Alberta business to
Fortis, the big iversified utility in
Newfoundland.  The sale still
needs approvals from British
Columbia regulators and the
Kansas Corporation Commission
that said it wouldn’t rule until
Canadian regulators finished
their reviews.

Machine parts firm becomes first to buy from NEPOOL
It took a change in NEPOOL rules, but
last week New Hampshire Industries, a
Granite State Electric customer, became
the first consumer allowed to buy power
wholesale from the power pool.

Freedom Energy in Portsmouth, NH,
is to manage NHI’s power buying by
using a combination of bilateral
transactions, short-term forward market
trading in the day-ahead market and in the
real-time market, said Freedom CEO Gus

Fromuth.
NHI, maker of pulleys and other

machine parts in Lebanon, NH, sees the
deal making it more competitive
worldwide by cutting its costs.

The firm gets price transparency and
the lowest average cost for power,
Freedom Energy’s Jim Rodier noted,
adding that the firm can buy green power
and have access to “a much bigger,
stronger energy marketplace.”

Rodier worked for three years to get
the NEPOOL rules changed to allow the
deal.

This non-traditional approach to
buying power is “thinking outside the
box,” said Michael Giaimo of the Business
& Industry Assn of New Hampshire.

RT named Fromuth its 2003 marketer
of the year for (RT, 10/27) devising a way
to sell risk protection to large gas buyers.

NEMA has ideas for Pa PUC
on making market work

To NEMA, anything shy of utilities’
complete exit from the merchant function
violates the intention of Pennsylvania
lawmakers and erodes the competitiveness
of the retail market.

That “exit from the commodity business
by a date certain” opens the chance to create
a progressive, value-driven, consumer-
focused, price-and-technology-competitive
retail energy market.

He encourages the PUC to switch
from the traditional obligation to serve to

an obligation to connect promptly,
efficiently and safely to maintain and
reliably deliver electricity, NEMA President

Craig Goodman told the PUC in its
exploration of how to open up the retail
market for competition.

Goodman sees the need for a
transition period as competitive providers
move in once they’re convinced the
market is truly opening.

POLR customers should be served by
competitive providers, Goodman noted, so

http://www.newslettersonline.com/user/user.fas/nlo=1/fp=2?T=open_issue,69084,Y&P=issue
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utilities can direct their financial resources
and credit on operations, upkeep and
enhancing reliability.

The state’s restructuring act made
clear that at the end of the transition
utilities should be able to pass off the high
cost and risk of commodity business
losses onto marketers, Goodman noted.

If the utility is still in the merchant
business after the date certain ending the
transition, the utility itself should be fully at
risk for its commodity costs, Goodman
added.

Customers who don’t shop or lose
their supplier would pay the commission-
approved POLR supplier or distribution
utility prevailing market prices and any
reasonable costs, NEMA maintains.

The law requires the POLR supplier to
give the commodity and all forms of
related products, services, data and
technologies such as billing, metering and
customer care, NEMA noted, adding that
many of those functions are available in
the competitive marketplace.

POLRs should not have to meet
renewable portfolio standards, NEMA
believes.  That’s a job for ISOs and RTOs
and only after a cost-benefit analysis.

POLR is not meant to be a standard
service, Goodman noted, but should be
structured as 24-hour, seven-days-a-
week, 365-days-a-year retail full-risk, no-
notice service and priced accordingly.

The transition to full competition
should include putting large C&I
customers on hourly rates and small
commercial and residential customers on
monthly adjusted, market-based rates that
include the utility’s fully allocated,
embedded and projected stranded costs —
now charged in bundled rates, Goodman
advocated.

He believes utilities should buy
marketers’ receivables as long as the
utilities can incur and recover costs from
billing and customer care.

That’s the secret to Orange &
Rockland’s 30% shopping rate in New
York, Goodman pointed out.

Utilities could be encouraged to open
their markets by tying tax and regulatory
incentives to achieving customer shopping
benchmarks, Goodman urged.
In choosing the POLR supplier, Goodman
warns against unreasonable
creditworthiness standards that might
create “an artificial barrier to competition.”

Competitive suppliers already have to
meet strict standards to gain licenses and
those with good S&P or Moody ratings
should meet the requirement, Goodman
noted.

Other firms could meet credit standards
by posting a reasonable bond.

Going further would boost energy
delivery costs and limit competition,
Goodman warned.

The wholesale auction approach “can

effectively prevent retail suppliers from
entering the mass market,” Goodman said,
because retailers can’t afford the huge
investment required in acquiring
customers without knowing how long
they can keep them.

Only Texas and Georgia in Atlanta Gas
Light’s service area picked POLR service
models that encourage competition,
Goodman explained.

New Jersey’s basic generation
auctions blunt price signals by locking in
contract prices over three years so
two-thirds of supply is protected from
market movements, Goodman noted.

That contributes to killing mass-
shopping in New Jersey, while large C&Is
exposed to market-based, hourly pricing if
they stay with the utility. have shopped in
great numbers, Goodman added.

Georgia created an “effective and
workable national model” for a
competitive market by assigning
customers to marketers based on market
share after an initial shopping period.

“Even the initial billing issues that took
about 10 months to resolve have ultimately
led to many benefits for customers,”

Goodman noted, citing “multi-billion-dollar
international companies” entering the
market to offer those services.

Texas’s model — assigning customers
to a retail electric provider severed from
the wires firm — got competition moving
quickly, Goodman said, noting that 14%
of residentials shop, 19% of smaller C&Is
and 35% of the large C&I shopping.

Proper pricing of POLR service is
critical, Goodman said, and must give
customers accurate price signals to foster
competition.

“Merely showing the ‘price to
compare’ as the wholesale cost of power
is extremely misleading and a disservice to
consumers,” Goodman warned.

“Default service customers are sent a
false price signal and are still paying other
costs twice to provide electric sales and
service in the distribution component of the
bill.”

POLR rates must reflect retail prices
to avoid producing artificial or cross-
subsidized price signals, Goodman added.

“Selling consumers a one-month
adjustable rate as a 30-year fixed rate is
improper.

Ohio PUC ducks issue of affiliate conduct
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Ohio regulators tossed out a request to
probe anti-competitive behavior by
FirstEnergy Solutions (FES), the
competitive retail marketing affiliate of
three Ohio utilities.

The Northeast Ohio Public
Energy Council (NOPEC), the huge
governmental aggregation group,
wanted regulators to look into
whether existing rules governing
affiliate conduct and corporate
separation were adequate and
whether FirstEnergy and FES, in
particular, were following the rules.

The PUC dismissed NOPEC’s
cause in March and denied pending
motions to intervene by the Ohio
Consumers’ Counsel, St Charles
Mercy Hospital and the Northwest
Ohio Aggregation Coalition, citing

other proceedings that would deal
with the same issues.

NOPEC filed for rehearing early
last month, denied by the PUC
since it didn’t see an error in its
policies or in FirstEnergy’s
separation plan.

Meanwhile, FirstEnergy backed
away from its threat to withdraw
its controversial rate stabilization
plan for the next stage in opening
Ohio’s retail markets if the Ohio
PUC didn’t approve it by Friday.

The plan stays on table because a
decision “appears to be imminent,”
CEO Anthony Alexander wrote the
PUC, but the firms — Ohio Edison,
Toledo Edison and Cleveland Electric
Illuminating — “reserve the right to
withdraw the plan at any time.”
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What are the most effective models in transitioning
from monopoly to competitive markets?

What can be learned by comparing and contrasting
models used by the various states?

Default provider service and provider of last resort have emerged as key issues in the
success or failure of retail restructuring plans.

States and provinces have adopted a diverse set of policies on these critical issues
with little consensus or analysis of the different models.

The Center for the Advancement of Energy Markets (CAEM) -- with participation of
about 50 organizations roughly evenly split between corporate and public sector
groups -- has been examining these issues, and has prepared a draft report, in which it
is seeking additional industry comment.

Restructuring Today and CAEM teamed up to cosponsor Default
Provider:  Examining Recommendations & Implications of CAEM Study -- Live
Interactive Audio Conference.

Join us on May 11th from noon to 1:30 pm Eastern to learn first hand about suggested
recommendations.

You'll be able to questions thought leaders from a state commission, a utility, and an
energy services provider.

IMPORTANT DETAILS

• No one has to fly anywhere or spend
big bucks on hotels.

• Any number of listeners at one
location can listen to the call via one
line and a speakerphone (but
connecting other phones is prohibited
without added registration).  Gather 5
people around a speakerphone and
that’s only $38/person.

• More than two lines?  As an added
bonus, discounted prices are available
for additional lines going to other
locations in your organization (call 1-
800-486-8201 for details).

• Can’t make it on May 11?  A digital
replay will be available (one time use
only) for one week following the event.

•   Handouts:  Participants will get an
executive summary draft of the study
before the audio conference, a full
transcript in the week following and the
final report when it becomes available.

At this live interactive audio
conference, you'll hear from
and be able to question ...

• Michael Swider, manager of regulatory affairs
and government relations, Strategic Energy

• Calvin Timmerman, director of rate research
and economics division and chief economist,
Maryland Public Service Commission

• Wayne Harbaugh, manager of electric pricing
and supplier services, Baltimore Gas & Electric

• Ken Malloy, founder and chief executive
officer, CAEM

And you'll learn ...

• Who is doing what, where and why

• Major similarities and differences of the various
models

• Benefits, risks and costs of the models

• Incentives used to have customers choose a
competitive supplier

• How various models deal with low-income
customers, or those with poor credit and distinguish
between the two, and much, much more
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